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U.S.l>epartmcnt of H,omeland Security 
U.s: Citizenship and Immigration Services 

-Dtfice of Administrative Appeals 
20 Massnchusetts Ave. NW MS 2090 
Was hin~)ll, DC 20~2<]:2090 

U.S. Litizenship . 
and I;mmigration 
Ser.vices 

DATE: JAN 0 2 201):>FFICE: MONTER~EY, MEXICO 

IN RE: 

APPLICATION: Application for Waiver of Grounds ~f Inadmissibii.ity under section 2 1i(a)(9)(B) nt' 

the. Immigration and Nationality ' Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(9)(B) and and 

Application for Permission to Reapply for Admission into the United States after 

Deportation or Removal under · Section 212(a)(9)(A) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 
1182(a)(9)(A). 

ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT: 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Enclosed pl~ase find the decision of the Administrative Appeals Office in your case. All of the documents 
related to this matter have been returned tO the office that originally decided your case. Please he advised 
that any further inquiry t·hat you might have concerning your case must be made tQ that office. 

If you believe the AAO inappropriately applied the law in reaching its decision , or you have additional 
information that you· wish to have ·considered, you may file a motion to reconsider or a motion to reopen in 

accordanc;e with the ins.t ructions on Form I-'290B, Notice of App~al or Motion, with a fcc of $630. The 
specific requirements fot filing such. a motion can be found at,8 ~.F.R. § 103.5. Do not file any motion 

directly With the AAO. Pl'ease be aware that 8 C.F .. R. § 103.5(a)(l)(i) requires any motion to he filed 

within 30 days of the deCision ihat the motion seeks to reconsider or reopen. 

Thank you, 

~(· · 
Ron Rosenberg 
Acting.Chicf, Administratiye Appeals Office 

www. uscis.gov 
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DISCUSSION: The waiver applicationand permission to reapply for admission into the United 
' States after deportation or removal were denied by the Field o ·ffice .Director; Monterrey, Mexico, 
and are now before the Administrative Appeals Office (AA0) on appeal. The appeal will be 
dismissed. 

The applicant -is a native and citizen of Mexico who was fom)d to be inadmissible to the United 
States pursuant to section 212(a)(9)(B)(i)(II) of the Immigration ~nd Nationality Act (the· Act), 8 
U.S.C. § :1182(a)(9)(B)(i)(II), for having been unlawfully pre,sent in the United States for more 
than one year and seeking readmission within 10 years of his la,st departure from the United States:· 
The applicant is also inadmissible pursuant to section 212(~)(9)(A)(ii) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 
1182(a)(9~(A)(ii) as he was ordered removed ii11998 and departed the United States in December 
2005. The applicant seeks a waiver of inadmissibility as well as permission to reapply for 
admissiori· into the United States after removal in order to reside in the United States with his U.S . 
Citizen spouse and children.. r 

,. .- . - . . f. 

The Field Office Director concluded the applicant failed to demonstrate the existence of extreme 
hardship to a qi.Ialifying.relative, and that he did not merita fa~orable ~xercise of discretion. See 
Decision of Field Office Director dated October ·13, 201~. The applications were denied 
accordingly. /d. 

On .appeal, counsel for the applicant submits a brie~·in support. Therein, counsel contends the 
spouse suffers from economic, psychological, and family-related difficulties without the applicant 
present . . Counsel additionally -asserts the spouse has many f~mily ties in the United States, she 
will not have access to .. medical ·and psychological help in Mexico, and the _educational system 
there is not sufficient for the two childreQ. · 

The record includes, but is not limited t~, statements. from the applicant and his spouse, letters 
from fam~ ly_, friends, and employers, psychological evaluation~, ed-ucational and financial records, 

. documentation of removal proceedings, evidence of birth, marriage, residence, and citizenship, 
and articl¢s on psy~hological issues as well as country conditibns . . The entire record was reviewed 
and considered in rendering a decision on the appeal. . . 

Section 212(a)(9Yof the Act states in pertinent part: 

(A) Certain aliens previously removed.-. 

(i) . Arriving aliens.-· Any alien who has been .ordered removed 
under section 235(b )(1) or at the erid of proceedings under 
section 240 initiated upon the al-ien's arrival in the United 
States · and who again seeks admission within five years of 
the sJate of such removal (or within 20 years in the case of a 
second Of· subsequent removal Of at any time in the case of 

' . . I .. 

an alien convicted of an aggravated felony) is inadmissible. 
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·. (ii) ·" Other aliens.~Any alien not described in: clause (i) who-

; . 

(I) 

(II) 

\, 

. ' 

has been ordered removed under seCtion 24(l or 
any other; provision oflaw, or 

departed the United States while an order of 
removal . was outstanding, apd who seeks 
admission within 10 years of the date of such 
alien's departure or. removal (o{ within 20 years 

. of such date in the case of a second or subsequent 

. remo'val or at .any time in the ;case of an alien 
convicted of an aggravated · felony) IS 

inadmissible. 

· . (iii) ' Exception.- Clauses (i) and (ii) shall not apply to an 
alien seeking a~mission within a perio,d if, prior to the 
date of the alien's reembarkation at a place outside the 
United States or attempt to be admitted from foreign 
contiguous territory, the Secretary has .consented to the 
alien's reapplying for admission. 

The record reflects that the applicant was issued a Notice to. Appear in 1997 . . An immigration 
judge ,granted him voluntary departure on May 1, 1998, allo}Ving him until August 31, 1998 to 
leave the. United States.' The applicant remained in the country after August 31, 1998. The 
applicanCs subsequent motion to reopen was denied ori October 9, 1998. He remained in the 

. United ~tates u~til . December 2005, when he returned to Mexico. The applicant is, therefore, 
inadmissible pursuant to section 212(a)(9)(A)(ii) of the Act' uritil December 2015 and requires 
permission to reapply for admission into the United States under section 212(a)(9)(A)(ili) of the 
Act. 

SeCtion 212(a)(9) of the Act provides, in pertinent part: 

(B)ALIENS UNLAWFULL_Y PRESENT.- . 

(i)ln general.- Any alien (other· than an alien lawfuily admitted for permanent . 
. residence) \\(ho-

' ' 

(II) has been un.lawfully present in the United States for one year or niore , 
and who again seeks admission within 10 years of the date of such alien's 
departure o·r removal from the United States, is Jna<;lmissible. 
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(ii) Construction of unlawful presence.- For purposes of this paragraph, an ali_en 
, is deemed to be· unlawfully present in the Unit~d States if the alien is present in 

· the United Sta~es after the expiration of the period of stay authorized by th~ 
Attorney General or is present in the United States without being ad111itted or 

· , paroled. 

.• 
(v) Waiver.-The Attorney General has sole discretion to waive clause (i) in the 
case of an immigrant who is the spouse or son or daughter of a United States 
citizen· or of an alien lawfully admitted for petmanent residence, if it is 

. . established tQ .the satisfaction of the Attorney General that the . refusal of 
. admission to such immigrant alien would result in extreme hardship to the 

citizen or iawfully .resident sp.ouse or parent of such alien. No court shall have 
jurisdiction to review a decision or action by the Attorney General regarding a 

~ waiver under this clause. . . 

The applicant admitted under oath that he entered the United :States without inspection in March 
1995 and jreturned to Mexico in December 2005. 1 ·lnadmissibiFty is not contested on appeal. l:he 
AAO thef.efor~ finds that the applicant has accrued more than one year of unlawful presence in the 
t}.nited S~ates and is ·inadmissible for 10 years ~fter his )ast departure pursuant. to section 
212(a)(9)(B)(i)(II) of the Act" The applica11t's qualifying relative for a waiver of this 
inadmissibility is· his U .$. Citizen spouse.: 

Extreme 'hardship is "not a definable term of fixed and inflexible content or meaning," but 
"necessarily depends upon the facts and 'circumstances peculiar to each case." Matter ofHwan~, 
10 I&N Dec. 448·, 451 (BIA 1964). In Matter ofCervantes-Gbnzalez, the Board provided a iist ~f 
factors it •deemed relevant in determining whether an alien has established extreme hardship to a 
qualifying relative. 22 I&N Dec. 560, 565 (BIA 1999). The. factors include the presence of a lawful 
pem1aneritresident or United States citizen spouse or parent in this country~ the qualifying relative ' s 
family ties outside the ·· United States; the conditions in the country or countries to which the 
qualifying relative would relocate and the extent of the qualifYing relative's ties in such countries; the 
financial 'impact ~f departure from this · country; and significant conditions of health, particularly 
when tied to ·an unavailability of suitable medical care in the co-pntry to which the qualifying relative 
would relbcate. /d. The Boardadded that not all of the foregoing factors .. need be analyzed in any 
given case"and emphasized that th_e list of factors was not exchisive. !d. at 566. 

' , . ·• '. ' 

The Board has also held that the common or typical results of removai and inadmissibility do not 
constitut~ extreme hardship, and has listed certain individual hardship factors considered common 
rather than extreme. These factors include: economic disadvantage, loss of current employment, 
inability to maintain one's present standard of living, inability to pursue a chosen profession, 
separatiOI1 from fam.ily members, severing community ties, cultural readjustment after living in the · 
United States for many', years, cultural adjustment of qualif~ing relatives who have never I ived 

;: . 

1.The record also reflects that the applicant entered the United States ;.,ithout inspection In 1992 a[ld departed in 1993. 
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outsid~ the United States, .inferior economic and educational qpportunities in the foreign country, 
or inferior medical facilities in the foreign country.· See genef.ally Matter of Cervwves-Gonzalez, 
22 I&N Qec. at 568; Maiter of Pilch, 21 I_&N Dec. 627,632-33. (BIA 1996); Marter r~flge, 20 l&N 
Dec. 880, 883 (BlA 1994); Matter of Ngai, 19 I&N Dec. 245; 246-47 (Comm'r 1984); Matter(~/' 
K/ni, 15 I&N Dec.8S, .89-90 (BIA 1974); _Matter of Shaughnessy, 12 I&N Dec. 810, 813 (BlA 
1968). ' ' 

However, though hardships may not be · extreme when consiqered abstractly or individually , the 
Board has made It clear that " [r]elevant factors, though nqt extreme in themselves, must be 
considere.d in the aggregate in determining whether extreme hardship exists." Mauer of 0-.1-0-, 
21 I&N [)ec. 381, 383 (BIA 1996) (quoting Matter of Ige, 20 ,J&N Dec. at 882). The adjudicator 
"must consider the entire rm:ge of factors -concerning hardship in their . totality and determine 
whether tre combination of hardships takes the case beyond those hardships ordinarily associated 
with deportation." Id, · 

. ' 
The' actual hardship associat~d with an· abstrac~ hardship :factor such as family separation, 
economic disadvantage, cultural readjustment, et cetera; differs in nature and severity depending · 
on the unique circumstances of each case, as do~s the cumulative hardship a qualifying relative 
experienqes as a result of aggregated individual hardships. Se~, e.g., Matter hfBing ChihKao and 
Mei Tsui Lin, 23 I&N Dec;. 45 , 51 (BIA ~001) (distinguishing Matter of Pilch regarding hardship 
faced by .:qualifying relatives on the basis of variaiions in the length of residence in the United 
States and the ability to speak the language of the country to which they would relocate). For 
example,; though family separation has been found to be a common result of inadmissibility or 
removal, separation_ from family living in the United States can also be the most important single 
hardship :factor in considering hardship in the aggregate. See:· Salcido-Salcido v. l.N.S., 13.8 F.3d 
1292 (9th Cir. 1998) (quoting Contreras-Buenfil v. INS, 712 'f.2d 401, 403 (9th Cir. ·1983)); hw 
see Matttr of Ngai, 19 l&N Dec. at 247 (separation of spouse and children .from applicant not 
extreme 6ardship due to conflicting evidence in the record anp because applicant and spouse had 
been voluntarily separated from one another for 28 years). Therefore, w e conside r the totalit y of 
the circumstances in determini·I)g whether denial of admission would result in extreme hardship to 
a qualifyingrelative. -

The applicant ' s spouse Contends _she experiences financial, emotional, and faniily-related hardship 
without the applicant present. She explains that when the applicant was in the United States, they 
were able to meet their financial obligations, which includes a mortgage, but without him, she 
struggles to pay her bills OJ) time, has received unemployment benefits, and she has had to work 
longer hours. H<;>usehold bill~, U.S. Federal income tax returns for 2009; and letters from,, the 
applicant's emplqyers are submitted as evidence of income and expenses. The spouse additionally 
daims she has suffered from ~motional a:nd psychological issJes without the applicant, stating she 
and her children need arid miss the applicant. Psychological evaluations are present in the record. 
In 'the-latest evaluation, a clinical psychol<?gist opines that the spouse has depression and anxiety, 

· which amounts to extreme hardship . . Articles on anxiety and depression are also submitted. The 
. spouse contends her two children, now l7 and 10 years of age, experience emotional difficulties 

without a father figure in' thefr lives, and have had t~ do without some educational opportunities 
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because no one was a:vailable to provide transportatioQ. . . -The .spouse discusses the financial and 
emotional1impact 'of the applicant's continuing immigration processes, as well as her rel.i ancc on 
the applic-ant for chores. such as fixing things in the house. ' Letters from family and friei1ds 

.describe tne family's relationship and indicat~ the applicant ha~ good moral character. The spouse 
indicates her house was burglarized once, and she particulafly missed the applicant after that 
inci9ent. 

The spous~ moreover a~serts she would not be able to live in Mexico because she has numerous 
family ties in the United States, and . that)~ is too dangerous there for her and her children. She · 
adds that although her children are fluent in Spanish and English, they would not be able to adjust 
to· education in Mexico because they are unfamiliar with Mexi'can history . Counsel contends that 
the ·spouse would be unabie to find employment iri Mexico, arid that she needs medical help. 
Articles .on country conditions are present in the record, as is a letter fror11 the applicant's 
employer 'in Mexico'. · 

The record contains articles from Wikipedia on major depressive disorder, fear of crime, and 
country c9nditions iri Mexico and the United States . . Online content from Wikipedia is subject to 
the follo~ing general dischiimer: . · 

W)KIPEDIA MAKES NO GUARANTEE OF VALIDITY. Wikipedia is an 
orliine open-content collaborative encyclopedia, that is; a voluntary association of 

· ·. individuals and groups working to develop a common resource of human 
k1iowledge. · The structure· of the project allows ~anyone with an Internet · 
connection.: to alter its cori~ent. Please be advised· that nothing found here has 
nece.ssarily been reviewed by people with the expertise required to provide you 
with complete, ·atcurate or reliable .i~formation. ·. . . Wikipedia· cannot guarantee 
the validity,of the information found here. The content of any given article may 
recently have beeri'. changed, vandalized or altered by someone whose opinion 
dqes not correspond with the state of knowlepge in the relevant fields. 

See . http://en.~ikipedia .org/wiki/Wikiped.ia:General_disclaimet, accessed on December 13, 2012. · 
The AAO can only give limited weight to the Wikipedia articles submitted because the validity of · 
the· information therein was not be verifieci or revi~wed by qua\ified parties.· 

I . 

'Dhe appt:icant · has shown his spouse experiences financial difficulties without him present. 
Although the record does not contain. evidence to indicate the spouse ~orks six days per week, 
documentation of .record demonstrates that her household expenses exceed her income, and that 
she. has h;d difficulties pitying her bills, inCluding her mortgage, on time. The record also contains 
evidence· demoristniting . _that after the applicant· returned · to Mexico, the spouse · received 
unemployment benefit~ . Furthermore, the record indicates th~t the applicant was employed in the 
United States a~d was consequentiy .able to contribute financi~lly. . . . ', 

The spouse cl~ims she ·had, difficulties· as a result ofa burglary. The AAO notes; that the.record 
. contains no corroborating documentation, such as a police report, that such an incident. occurred. 

. . • ' . 
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~egardless, · the record contains sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the applicant' s spouse 
experiences emotional and psychological difficulties, such as major depressive disorder, post

. traumatic stress disorde,r, and anxiety. Furthermor~, the AAO notes that the applicant's spouse 
takes care of her two children in the United States without . the applicant present. 

· The ~0 therefore finds there is suffiCient evid~nce of record. to demonstrate that the spouse 's 
· hardship would rise above the distress normally created when families are separated as a result of 
inadmi~sibility or removal. In that the record establishes that- the financial, psychological, family

,, related, or oth~r impacts of . separation on the applicant ' s spouse are cumulatively above and 
beyond the hardships commonly' experienced, the AAO concludes she would suffer extreme 

· hardship ifthe waiver application is d~nied and the applic<i'nt remains in Mexico without hi s 
spouse ., the record cont<lins insufficient evidence ofextreme hardship upon relocation to Mexico . 
Although, counsel and the spouse claim they would face danger in Mexico, the AAO notes that 
there is n9 travel advisory in effectfor Guanajuato, Mexico; where the applicant currently resides . 
See. Travel Warning: Mexico, U.S. Department of State, Nqvember 20, 2012. Moreover, the 
record does not contain.evidence to support counsel's contentions that the spouse would be unable 
to access -necessary medici:li care in Guanajuato, and she would be unable to find employment 
there. The spouse's cot~tention that the children may' have to,start at a 1st grade level given .their 
lack of knowledge on Mexican. history 'is· similarly unsupported by the record. The AAO .· 
moreover; notes that· the spouse knows Spanish and was born:: in Guanajuato; Mexico, where the 
applicant :yeside~. 

The AAO notes that relocation to Mexico would entail separation from family members who live · 
in the United States as well as other difficulties .. However, we do not find evidence of record to 
show that the spouse's diffi'tulties would rise above the hardship commonly cre'ated when famili es 
relocate a1 a result of inadmissibility or removal. In that ·thel record lacks sufficient evidence to 
demonstr11te the emotional, fin.ancial, medical, or othe'f impacts of relocation on the applicant's 
spouse are in the aggreg~ite aboye and beyond the hardships normally experienced, the AAO 
cannot condude that she' would expefience extreme hardship: if the w aiver application is denied 
and the applicant's spouse relocates.to Mexico. . 

M . · ' 

We can find extreme hardship warranting a waiver of inadmissibility only where an applicant has 
. den10nstr~ted extreme hardship. to a qualify.ing relative in the scenario of separation and the 
scenario of relocation. A. claim that a qualifying relative will remain in .the ·united States and 
therebysuffer extreme hardship as a consequence of separation can easily be made for purposes of 

· the· waiver. even where there is no i~~ention to separate in reality. See Matter of Ige, 20 I&N Dec .. 
880, 886 (BIA 1994). Flirthermore, to separate and suffer extreme hardship, where relocating 
abroad with the applicant would not result in extreme hardship, is a matter of choice and not the 
result of inadmissibility. !d., .s·ee also Matta of Pilch, 21 I&N o'ec. 627, 632-33 (BIA 1996). As 
the applicant has n.ot demonstrated extreme hardship frorn relocation, we cannot find that re fusal 
of admission would result in extreme hqrdship to the qualifying relative in this case. 
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In this Gi.se, the· record does not contain sufficient evide~ce to ~how that the · hardships faced by the · 
· qualifying relative, . considered in the aggregate, rise .beyond· the common results of reilwval or 
inadmissibility to the level of extreme hardship. The AAO therefore finds that the applicant has 
failed to establish extreme hardship to his U.S. Citizen spouse as required under· section 
212(a)(9)(B)(v) of the · Act. As the applicant has not established extreme hardship to a qualifying 
family member no purpose would be: served in determining whether the applicant merits a waiver 

·as a· inatt~r of discretion .. · ·. · 

. . . . . 

The AAQ notes that the Field Office Director denied th~ appJicant's Form 1-212 Application. for 
P.ermissidn to Reapply for Admission into the United States Mter Deportation or Removal (Form 
1-212) in Jhe same decision. Mattf!r of Martimiz-Torres, 10 I&N Dec. 776 (reg. Comm. 1964) held 

·. that an application for permission 'to reappiy for admission is denied, in the exercise of discretiqn, 
to an ahen who is mandatorily irmdmissible to the United Sta~es under another section of the Act, 

, and no purpose would be served in granting the application. As the applicant is inadmissibl e 
under section 212(a){9)(B)(i)(Il) of the Act no purpose would be served in granting the applicant's 
Form I-212. 

lnproceedings for a'waiver of grounds ofinadmissibility under section 212(a)(9)(B)(v) of the Act 
as ~ell a~ for permission to reapply for admission a'fter deport~tion under section 212(a)(9)(A)(iii) 
o.f the Act, the burden of proving eligibility remains entirely wjth the applicant. Section 29 1 o.f the 
ACt, 8 u.s.c. § 1361. Here, the applicant. lias not metthat burden. Accordingly, the appeai will 

· be dismissed . · 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 


